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The "ESSEF" was edited by the Senior Class of nineteen hundred and forty-eight under 
the direction of its class officers and was published by the YEARBOOK HOUSE, Kansas Ci-
ty, Missouri. 
We especially thank Rev. Father Luke, Rev. Father Frederic and Mr. John DoIan for 
their valuable assistance in this work. 
Picture Write-Ups Norman Bourassa 
Sketches Roland Ouellette 
Typing Ralph Guilbault 
CLASS MOTTO 
LABOR OMNIA VINCIT 
CLASS FLOWER 
CARNATION 
CLASS COLORS 
RED & GOLD 
ST. FRANCIS HIGH SCHOOL 
BIDDEFORD, MAINE 

Essef 
Nineteen hundred and forty eight marks the fifteenth anniversary of the coming of 
Franciscans to Biddeford. We the Seniors of 1948 take pride in dedicatinf this yearbook 
to the memory of the first Superior here, Reverend Father Justinien Mercier. This true 
son of St. Francis left here a reputation of Christ like charity, Franciscan detachment -
self sacrifice- and unselfish devotion to the common good that has been a continual in-
spiration to the class. May this mark of appreciation contribute in some small way to 
honor the memory of this great Franciscan. 
Paul Bonenfant 
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'paeutfy £s3ef 
Most potent and reverend good teachers, let me in behalf of the school, and in my 
humble words give you praise. 
First we wish to thank our beloved Fr. Rector who has made this year, a year of 
intellectual and, moral progress. By his lectures he has aggrandized our mind and by 
his cooperation in sports taught us good Sportmanship. 
How dull would college life be if there were no Prefect to watch over us. Fr.Aldee 
the Prefect, is with us most of the time. His favorite game seems to be "hide and 
seek" and that he plays day in and day out, catching most everyone where he shouldn't 
be. The boys still like him and think he is a great man, despite his determination 
to keep order according to the rules. The proof of this is that we quickly notice 
his absence, even though it be for just a short while. 
Sometimes Fr. Aldee needs a little help. Help comes from Montreal. Fr. Severin, 
the assistant prefect, is a little man bubbling with energy who is ever speaking of 
his future missionary career in South America. 
Fr. Luke, the glamour boy of the faculty, has attained such a popularity with the 
people from Biddeford that they are forever calling on him for talks, speeches and 
what not. The giving isn't all on Father Luke's side, however. It seems that some 
of his friends are forever rendering countless services to the school. As Principal 
he d ->es a u ell job in adjusting a curriculum that while practical does not overtax 
our capabilities. 
We must acknowledge the skill of Father Frederic and hie artistic abilities. He is 
the tall and busy man you always see coming or g^ing on business. 
Pater Nomandus magnus doctor est! Anyone not capable of unoerstaniing this sen-
tence should make an appointment with FT, Norman. He is one of the best Latin tea-
chers in this part of the country. "It takes as much patience for a teacher to Leach 
Latin as it does for a student to learait". (Fr. Norman) 
7/hiie we are still deep into the classics let us interview Fr. John, who teaches 
Latin and Greek to the College group and who also finds patience a teacher's trea-
sure. 
This year all of the high school department had the opportunity to get acquainted 
with Rev. Bro. Alix, s.c. Every morning rain or shine, even in blizards the Brother 
manages to get here from Biddeford to teach us mathematics and sciences. 
Now lend me thine ears,- and be silent that you may hear, the melodious compositions 
of Fr. Ange, played and sung by the orchestra and choir under his direction. Being 
our director of music Fr. Ange achieves admirable results with the orchestra and choir 
Although he has been working in Boston for several years Fr. Ange has not yet caught 
the Bostonian accent spoken so beautifully by the perfect gentleman from Boston. It 
is noticeable how. much everyone's vocabulary has improved since Mr. Dolan has become 
the English teacher. No wonder rlr. Bremond,- French professor in the College section 
has learnt English so rapidly. 
Coming here from France especially to learn English Mr. Bremond has done remarka-
bly well in adapting himself so quickly to our /ay of living and to our mentality. 
Rector, teachers and prefects'are all necessary, but what would we do if we didn't 
have Bro. Novellon to cook for us. His cuisine (is out of this world "leave it there") 
is prepared with the utmost delecacies of a well trained chef. Wrry ! We have prefe-
rations that could be found in no hotel or restaurant. 
Bro. Novellon really does a good job. Ani we are thankful to him as we are to all 
our teachers. May G-od hear our grateful prayers and bless Rev. Fr. Rector and all the 
faculty. 
Roland Peloquin 
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FONDATEUR 
Le Reverend Pere Justinien Mercier naquit d'une sainte mere, dans une famille tres 
vertueuse. Le foyer ou il a vu le jour, et ou il fut eleve' par des parents qui savaient 
s'imposer de grands sacrifices pour le bonheur de leurs enfants, etait un vrai modele de 
vie chretienne. 
II atteignit ainsi l'age de treize ans, et ses parents le confierent aux pretres pi-
eux et savants du College Saint Anne-de-la-Pocatiere. Par son respect, par son applica-
tion et par sa pie'te*, il fut la joie de ses maitres et de ses parents. Fidele a l'appel 
de Dieu, il se de'cida d'aller frapper a la porte d'un raonastere franciscain, et il se fit 
en suite disciple de Saint Francois. 
^Par son Education familiale et collegiale, par sa vocation de religieux et de pretre. 
le Pere Justinien a e'te* l'objet des predilections de Dieu. II eut le privilege de posse'-
der sur les homines un prestige d1attraction surnaturelle. II sut comprendre la jeunesse 
et s'y attacher. 
Sa carriere fut breve, mais vraiment pleine: pleine de renoncements de trente ans de 
vie religieuse; pleine de graces accumulees par les messes celebrees pendant vingt - cinq 
ans;r pleine de merites de tant d'Sines eclaire'es, purifie'es, console'es et pre'parees au 
grand passage de l1eternity. 
II fut le fondateur et le premier superieur du College Se'raphique des Trois-Rivieres, 
du couvent de Sorel, et enfin, ce fut lui qui e*tablit la maison des franciscains ici, a 
Biddeford; ce fut l'oeuvre qu'il a faite sienne et a laquelle il a prodigue* son dernier 
deVouement. 
Pendant son sejour a Biddeford, ou il ne comptait que des amis, une courte maladie le 
terrassa a l'hopital Webber. Apres quelques jours seulement, une congestion pulmonaive 
suivie de complications, de'clancha le danger de mort. Peu de temps apres il entrait dans 
l'eternite, a l'Sge de quarante-neuf ans et dix mois. 
Depuis son depart pour 1!autre vie, son oeuvre a Biddeford, n'a cesse' de progresser, 
grSce a la genereuse cooperation des bons Peres Dreary et de tous vos bienfaiteurs avec no-
tre infatigable faculte'. Le' Pare Justinien doit se rejouir grandement du haut du ciel, et 
nous sommes assure's que sa bienfaisante intercession est une garantie deprogres et de suc-
ces pour l'oeuvre qu'il a faite 3ienne. et qu'il continue de cherir et de proteger. 
Raoul Comtois 
QUINZE ANS DE PROORES 
Qui le croirait? Quinze and de'ja...se sont eooules depuis que trois humbles francis-
cains arrivaient a Biddeford. Venus a la demande de Mgr. A.M. De'cary,P.D., pour *tre 
chaplains cf'une autre progressive institution du Pool Road, Stella Maris pensionnat pcur 
enfants, dirige* par les Soeurs de la Presentation de Marie, ils s1instalerent dans une pe-
tite maison mise a leur disposition par Mgr. Decary, sur les bords enchanteurs de la rivi-
ere Saco. Les trois pionniers e*taient les RR.PP. Justinien Mercier, Supe'rieur, Dieudonne' 
Masse* et le Frere Andre' Chevalier. 
La communaute' ne ve'eut qu'une annee dans cet humble berceau. De la elle se transpor-
ta dans une maison plus spacieuse et mieux araenagle, et qui sert encore de residence aux 
Peres. Pour faire face aux nouveaux besoins de la communautef grandissante, a diverses e-
poques, durant les cinq annees qui suivirent, la maison dut etre agrandie. Enfin en 1939, 
repondant a se multiples demandes, les Peres de'eiderent de construire un college ^ catho-
lique le premier du genre dans le Maine. II etait destine principaleraent aux eleves d'o-
rigine francaise. Les P^res voulaient offrir aux eleyes moins fortune's les avantages d'u-
ne solide e'ducation classique et catholique. Le succes depassa les espe*rances de tous et 
le college, apres deux ans, etait de'ja trop petit. On de'cida d'agrandir^, mais la guerre 
vint changer tous les plans. Quand meme, avec beaucoup de bonne volonte et de sacrifice, 
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de la part des eleves aussi bien que des Peres, on reussit a loger 100 eleves "ou il ny a-
vait de place que pour 50. Une maison voisine (Barber House) fut achete'e et amenagle a 
grands frais ainsi qu'une baraque de l'arme'e. Mais tout ceci est encore tres i-suffLeant 
et le projet de construction, si longtemps caresse, est tout pres de se realiser. 
Le pionnier qui reviendrait aujourd'hui reconnaitrait a peine la propriete d'il y a 
quinze ans. Des travaux de toute sorte y^  ont e'te faits. DeiYichement, deboisement, ter-
rasseinent ont agrandi et ame'liore* considerablement le terrain de jeux. L'e'tang, de l1 au-
tre cote' du chemin, a e'te' nettoye' et agrandi".
 f Une magnifique grotte se dresse sur le ro-
cher voi3in et recoit les pieux hommages des eleves durant le mois de mai. Et je ne par-
le pas des fameux sermons des eleves 
Enfin nous sommes fiers de notre jeune Alma Mater. Nous sommer fiers de ses progres. 
Nous nous rejouissons a la pensee que dans un avenir tres prochain un eaifice imposant se 
dressera ici a la gloire de Saint Francois et de ses educateurs, pour le bien d'une jeu-
nesse avide d'instruction et de formation solide et catholique. 
Lionel Bouthot 
THE CAMPUS 
Our well regulated scholastic years have sped by at rocket speed. Four years in re-
view bring to mind many beneficial changes. 
Do you, fellow seniors, recollect the aspect of the campus at the outset of our Fresh-
man year the campus was rather empty and uninviting the Barber House was being remodeled 
for additional class rooms. The chapel and Fathers residence the main building and the 
old barn were all there was. 
We had hardly become familiar with our new surroundings when an array barrack moved 
in from 3aco. This 100 ft. structure was soon adapted to serve as a temporary recreation 
hall and auditorium. Shortly after the house at the Point was moved close to the main 
building and converted into a residence for the Fathers. The following Spring work was 
begun on the tennis court which has since become one of the popular sports for the enthu-
siasts. A long range project for the improvement of the baseball and football fields has 
b~en carried out faithfully every year. Rev. Fr. Norman not easily discouraged has each 
year found a few water lovers to work with him at the water front. This work is progres-
sing slowly but the results are already most gratifying. 
We are all proud to have witnessed the realization of these improvement*. And we 
fully appreciate the fact that many of us were privileged to make some personal contribu-
tion in bringing them about. We feel that we are leaving behind some worthy contribution 
that our successors will appreciate and profit by. 
Philip Cloutier 

SHAKESPEARE 
DICKENS 

pernor *<^ia$g^> 
Normand "Bidou11 Baron 
Orch. 3,4; Cabaret 3; Fresh.Ini. 
4; King lj Varsity Football 4; 
Inter CI. Hockey 1,2,3,4; Base-
ball 1,2,3,4; Football 1,2,3; 
Lionel "Bimbo" Bouthot 
Sherbrooke 1.2; President 3; 
Glee Club 3,4; Orch 3; Cabaret 3 
Fresh. Ini. 4; Troubadour 3,4; 
Varsity Football 4; Inter CI. 
Hockey 3; Baseball 3,4; Football 
3; 
IQ 
Robert "Bob11" Clement 
St. Joseph High 1,2; Glee Club 3, 
4; Orch 3,4; Cabaret 3; Fresh. 
Ini. 4; Asst. Infir. 4; Varsity 
Hockey 4; Inter CI. Baseball 3, 
4; Football 3; Tennis 4; 
Philip "Phil" Cloutier 
Glee Club 1,2,3,4; Orch. 1,2, 
3,4;' Cabaret 3; Fresh. Ini.4; 
Vigilant 4; Public Speaking 2; 
Printer 1,2,3,4; Varsity Foot-
ball 4; Inter CI. Baseball 1,2, 
3,4; Football 1,2,3,4; 
\ V< 
Ralph "Lightning" Comtois 
Sherbrooke 1,2,3; Glee Club 4; 
Inter CI. Baseball 4; 
Gilbert "Gil" Jeshaies 
Honor Roll 1,2,3,4; Glee Club 3. 
Orch 3; 3pts. Comrn. 4; Cabaret 3 
Fresh. Ini. 4; Comet 3; Public 
Sp. j; Tennis 3,4; Varsity Hoc-
key 4, Football 4; Int. CI. Hockey 
1,2,3,4; Baseball, 1,2,3,4; Foot-
ball 1,2,3; 

r 
Richard "Dizzy" Desrosiers 
Cabaret 3; Fresh Ini. 4; Var-
sity Football 4; Inter Class 
Hockey 4J Football 1,2,3; 
Baseball 1,2,3,4; 
Lawrence "Larry" Durant 
St. Ignatius 3; Fresh. Ini. 4; 
Librarian 4; Sacristan 2; Trea-
surer 2; 
Richard "Peewee" Fortin 
Cabaret 3; Fresh. Ini. 4; Ten-
nis 3,4; Varsity Hockey 3,4; 
Football 4; Inter CI. Hockey 
1,2,3,4; Baseball 1,2,3,4; 
Football 1,2,3,4; 
Robert "Goodie" Goodrow 
Assumption 1; Glee Club; Orch 3; 
Asst. Sacristan 3; Baseball 2,3, 
4; Football 2,3; Hockey 2,3,4; 
Cabaret 3; Fresh Ini. 4; Secre-
tary 2; Spts. Comm. 3; Vigilant 
4; Varsity Football 4; 
Raymond "Jackson" Jolin 
Sherbrooke 1,2,3; Glee Club 4; 
Inter CI. Baseball 4; Varsity 
Hockey 4; 
Lucien "Luke" Levesque 
Cabaret 3\ Fresh Ini. 4; Varsi-
ty Football 4; Hockey 4; Inter 
CI. Hockey 1 2,3,4; Baseball 
1 2,3,4; Football 1,2,3,4; 
"^1 4B 

Henry "Mickey Mouse'1 Marcil 
Sacred Heart Acad. 1,2; Glee 
Club 3,4; Cabaret 3; Fresh Ini. 
4; Varsity Football 4; Inter 
CI. Hockey 3,4; Baseball 3,4; 
Football 3; 
Clifford "Mitch" Michaud 
St. Agatha High 1,2,3; Glee 
Club 4; Inter class. Baseball 4; 
Armand "Nick" Nicknair 
Orch 2,3,4; Infirm 3; Cabaret 
3; Inter CI. Baseball 1,2,3,4; 
Hockey 2,3; Football 1,2,3; 
Roland "Willie* Ouellette 
Orch 1,2,4; Fresh Ini 4; Spts. 
Comm. 1,2,4; President 2; 
Varsity Football 4; hockey 2,4; 
Inter CI. Hockey 1 2,4; 
Football 1,2,3; B\seball 1,2,4; 
> 
% 
Roland "Pelo" Peloquin 
Mt. St. Charles 1; Glee Club 
3,4; Orch 2,3,4; Cabaret 3; 
Fresh. Ini. 4; Cafeteria 3,4; 
Dramatics 2; Tennis 3,4; Inter 
CI. Baseball 3; Hockey 2,3; 
Victor "Vic" Poulin 
Cabaret 3; Fresh. Ini. 4; Var-
sity Football 4; Hockey 4; 
Inter CI. Hockey 1.2,3,4; Foot-
ball 1,2,3; Baseball 1,2,3,4; 
Tennis 3,4; 

Roger "Seroy" Sirois 
Kadav/aska High 1,2; Cabaret 3; 
Fresh Ini. 4; Varsity Football 4 
Inter CI. Hockey 3,4; Baseball 
3,4; Football 3; Tennis 4; 
Walter "Turkey" Turcotte 
Honor Roll 1,2,3,4; Cabaret 3; 
Fresh Ini. 4; Troubadour 4; 
Tennis 3,4; 
Bertrand "Val" Vallee 
Orch 3,4; Cabaret 3; Fresh. Ini 
4; Spts. Coram 2,3; Troubadour 3 
Treasurer 3; Varsity Hockey 1, 
2,3,4; Baseball 2,3,4; Football 
4; Inter CI. Hockey 1,2,3,4; 
Baseball 1,2,3,4; Football 1,2, 
3; 
Paul "Bunny" Bonenfant 
Honor Roll 1,2,3,4; Glee Club 4; 
Orch. 3,4; President 1,4; Trea-
surer 3; Troubadour 3,4; Caba-
ret 3; Fresh. Ini. 4; Inter. CI. 
Hockey 1 2,3,4; Basehall 1,2 3,4; 
Varsity Football 4; (Manager) 
Norman "Doc" Bourassa 
Cabaret 3; Fresh Ini 4; Treasu-
rer 4; Spts. Coram 4; Sacristan 
3; Troubadour 3,4; Comet 3; Var-
sity Football 4; Hockey 3; Inter 
CI. Hockey 1.2,3,4; Baseball 1, 
2,3,4; Football 1,2,3; 
Ralph "Gisrao" Guilbault 
Cabaret 3; Fresh. Ini. 4; Se-
cretary 1,4; Troubadour 3,4; 
Tennis 2,3,4; Inter. CI. Hoc-
key 1,2,3,4; Baseball 1,2,3, 
4; Football 1,2,3; Comet 3; 
Vigilant 4; 

glow, Writ* Essef 
After having delved into our books for several years, we are now convinced that success 
does not merely depend upon intelligence, but, above all, upon tedious, irksome work. Before 
entering into the challenge of life, we have deliberately chosen our permanent class motto: 
"Labor Omnia Vincit." 
Thi3 motto has a great importance on the success and on the welfare of everyone of us se-
niors. It's significance is tremendously profound. We have inscribed it at the back of each 
of our cerebellums, and we shall put it into practice during the whole course of our lives. 
Man is born to work as the bird is born to fly. The man who refuses to work, as the bird 
that refuses to fly, 'will get nowhere, and thus he is not cooperating with God's plan.God gave 
us a free will; but He wants the success of all; He gave us the means to attain it: We must 
work to achieve it. 
All the great men have attained their career by the sweat of their brow. Thus the illus-
trious works of Beethoven, those of Longfellow, Shakespear, and many others, have proven to us 
that masterpieces are not produced by the willfully idle. 
The only key, that can open the door to success, is work, hard work and plenty of it. 
Raymond Jolin 
gtate, @oto>u 
Red and Gold are our class colors. These epitomize trie Senior class ideals and charac-
teristics. Red signifies the charity and enthusiasm which maintained the class unity through 
out many sports contests in which we were victorious without sacrificing good will and sport-
manship toward all our fellow students. Red is again a symbol of the good spirit and zeal 
with which the Seniors have always cooperated with all the school activities. 
Gold stands for the riches which we found here, not earthly treasures but the riches of 
the mind and the soul which we sought for and which we have tried to accumulate throughout 
our four years at St. Francis. The class has worked hard to gain as much profit as possible 
from the classical training offered here. 
Red and Gold, good fellowship, zeal for all good causes, true christian principles, am-
bition for learning, may these always remain strong realities in the lives of the Seniors of 
1948. 
(?fate, 'ftoW&l 
Normand Baron 
Several reasons prompted our choice of the carnation for our class flower. It's simple 
beauty appeals to large numbers. The decisive reason, however, was the fact that the carna -
is always associated in our minds with Mother's Day. It seemed that any flower that would 
continuously over the years remind us of the love, kindness and understanding of our mothers 
during our school years was above all others ana ideal class flower. 
We hope that our mothers will accept this choice as a humble token of our filial grati-
tude and as a tangible mark of our determination to daily strive to become the men that they 
have prayed and hoped and work so hard to realize. 
Armand Nicknair 
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Every four years does Leap Year come, 
But the sweetest memories are from 
Our Springtime of life at Saint Francis High, 
Now that it's ended we must say Good-bye. 
It's true that we did not realize 
All the principles before our eyes. 
Yet loving Alma Mater we praise thee, 
We'll be true citizens of this country. 
June the thirteenth la the solemn 
When to each other we'll gladly say, 
Good Luck, my classmates, I kno.v you'll pull thru' 
Be true to God and the del, ohite and Blue J 
On through life we'll keep gettii 
But when we gro* old, our you 
We will recall our school ....still s 
And all the joys of our Senior L^c-xi' year. 
Irow 
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We, the Seniors of 1948, being of sane mind and sound body, mentally alert to the pro-
found gratitude we owe to the faculty and the student body of St. Francis High School, and, 
turning our thoughts back to past experiences, declare this to be our last will and testaiaent. 
To our loyal teachers, for whose innumerable and unselfish services we can never make re-
quital, we promise an undying memory. Kay they re3t assured that the fundamental truths which 
they have taught us, were not taught in vain. 
To Maurice Saucier, the thin lipped freshman, we leave Norman Baron's big red lips which 
are not unlike those of John L. Lewis. 
To Gerard Bonenfant, we leave Paul Bonenfant's ability and tact to manage the cla^s en-
terprises cheerfully in spite of all obstacles. 
To Raymond leshaies, we lea-"-!- Norman Bourassa's bright brown eyes which hold a few myste-
ries. 
To Armand Lafranee, we pass on Lionel Bouthot's ubiquitous personality. 
To Roch McKinnon, we leave Robert Clement's ways with women. 
To Peter Barry, we leave Philip Cloutier's untiring devotion to MYe Olde Print Shop 
To Arthur Barry, we pass on Ralph Comtois ability to win the ping pong tournament. 
To Paul Proulx, we bequeath Gilbert Deshaies' handsome set of molars. 
To Richard Gannam, we generously present a dozen bottles of Richard Desrosiers' "Grow 
Tall Liniment". 
To Henry Cournoyer, we bequeath Lawrence Durant's zeal for maintaining an uptodate and 
efficient library. 
To Dudley Bouchard, we pass on Richard Fortin's nickname of "Pee-Wee", and his applica-
tion to the wrong topic at the wrong time. 
To Louis Pelletier, the unshaven junior, we leave Robert Goodrow's beard and his love for 
his professors. 
To Hervey Poissant, we leave Ralph Guilbault's ability to type all the campus news within 
twenty-four hours. 
To Philip Nadeau, the "Saturday Night Junior", we vequeath Raymond Jolin's banjo to faci-
litate his seranading. 
To Yvon Levesque, we pass on Lucien Levesque's ;x>sition of tackle on the football team. 
To Valmont Gilbert, the moaning Junior, we mo3t generously bequeath Henry Karcil's vo-
cal accomplishments. 
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To Valere Gagnon, we pass on Clifford Kichaud's ability to sing his "Big Fat Mama". 
To Paul Randall, we leave Armand Nicknair's love for silence. 
To Paul De Blois, we leave Roland Ouellecte's love for bragging about North Attleboro. 
To Philip Paquette, we pass on Roland Peloquin's echoeing and hilarious laughter. 
To Donald Duplessis, we leave Victor Poulin's ability to fill the library register. 
To Joel Bouchard, we leave Roger Sirois' sanguine temperament. 
To Rudolph Pelletier, we leave Walter Turcotte's efficient comb. 
To Fernand Lavallee, we leave Bertrand Vallee's athletic prowess so that he may bring 
glory to the "S.F." in sport activities. 
Having equally divided our dearest endownment, we give thanks to Cod, and leave our 
Alma Mater with the deepest realization and satisfaction that justice has been done to all. 
We therefore affix our signatures to this legal document which we safely entrust to 
the security of the school files on this 13th day of June in the year 19A8 A.D. 
Said document drawn up by: J^jm*\\*\JLL_ J ^ U J U V V L X I 
During the last study period, prior to the first of our final examinations, I was mu-
sing dejectedly over one of my Latin themes, always hoping that my Latin professor would 
ask just that theme for the examination. Suddenly, my cogitation was interrupted by the 
beckoning call of a spirit, nowhere to be seen, yet truly present. It bid me give heed to 
what it had to say, for it was going to give me the opportunity of peering.into the future 
and behold that which was in store for my confreres. 
Firstly I was ordered to relax, to let my thoughts wander where they might. Obedien-
tly, I did so. Subitaneously I found myself hurled into the stratosphere, caught in a tre-
mendous whirlpool of air; nothing could I do for I possessed no powers whatsoever. On and 
on I went until, unexpectedly, there sprang up before my eyes an unknown land, an island hi-
therto unexplored by any of our race. However, there were signs of life below, and as the 
winds calmed and I descended towards this land, the faint outline of a single city came to 
my eyes. 
A large neon billboard located near a stupendous airfield reads: "Welcome to Utopia, 
Land of Prosperity. Come, Live and Learn." It apparently seems that many people are gi-
Witnesses: 
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Attleboro. 
To Philip Paquette, we pass on Holand Peloquin's echoeing and hilarious laughter. 
To Donald Duplessis, we leave Victor Poulin's ability to fill the library register. 
To Joel Bouchard, we leave Roger Sirois' sanguine temperament. 
To Rudolph Pelletier, we leave Walter Turcotte's efficient comb. 
To Fernand Lavallee, we leave Bertrand Vallee's athletic prowess so that he may bring 
glory to the "S.F." in sport activities. 
Having equally divided our dearest endownment, we give thanks to God, and leave our 
Alma Mater with the deepest realization and satisfaction that justice has been done to all. 
We therefore affix our signatures to this legal document which we safely entrust to 
the security of the school files on this 13th day of June in the year 19 AB A.D. 
Witnesses: 
Said document drawn up by: ^TXJLAAJUIJCA. JE^AA***--
During the last study period, prior to the first of our final examinations, I was mu-
sing dejectedly over one of my Latin themes, always hoping that my Latin professor would 
ask just that theme for the examination. Suddenly, my cogitation was interrupted by the 
beckoning call of a spirit, nowhere to be seen, yet truly present. It bid me give heed to 
what it had to say, for it was going to give me the opportunity of peering.into the future 
and behold that which was in store for my confreres. 
Firstly I was ordered to relax, to let ray thoughts wander where they might. Obedien-
tly, I did so. Subitaneously I found myself hurled into the stratosphere, caught in a tre-
mendous whirlpool of air; nothing could I do for I possessed no powers whatsoever. On and 
on I went until, unexpectedly, there sprang up before my eyes an unknown land, an island hi-
therto unexplored by any of our race. However, there were signs of life below, and as the 
winds calmed and I descended towards this land, the faint outline of a single city came to 
my eyes. 
A large neon billboard located near a stupendous airfield reads: "Welcome to Utopia, 
Land of Prosperity. Come, Live and Learn." It apparently seems that many people are gi-
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ving heed to this invitation, for already the runways are lined with airships of international 
origins. Furthermore, I am becoming curious myself! Let's investigate further, I asked my 
host, the spirit. He nodded willingly. 
We followed one of the pilots who had just alighted from a Howard Hughes Flying Boat.It's 
"Dizzy" Desrosiers, I exclaimed. He was now a T.W.A. Pilot, and Utopia was his home base. 
To one side cf the main runway stood a whitebrick service building. On the fourth floor 
we're located the offices of some high ranking personnel. As we glanced down the corridor one 
plague read: Bertrand Vallee, General Director, T.W.A. Unit, Utopia. Another read: Adm. Ro-
bert Clement, Chief of Costal Defenses, Utopia (In case of an emergency). Still another: Hen-
ry Marcil, Chief Chemist, Metallurgical Technology Division. Boy! these fellows didn't do too 
bad for themselves, did they. 
But what about the rest of my classmates. Where are ..hey? 
Let's go into town, suggested my host. 
Soon we were traveling down a spacious eight-lane boulevard bordered with stately, mo-
dern structures, cleverly arranged so as to afford the greatest comfort and the desired health-
ful atmosphere. 'Who designed these structures and the layout of this city, I asked? The re-
ply was, Lawrence Durant and "Doc" Bourassa. I knew that "Larry" was interested in architec-
ture, but "Doc", I thought his specialty was art, not mechanical drawing! 
The first building we visit is for international service, it is the Office of the Inter-
preters. As we gaze upon the numerous assembly of imployees, we recognize "Ray" Jolin and 
Ralph Comtois. At last they were making good use of their knowledge of foreign languages. 
The next building is a low, sparingly windowed edifice, similar to that of a wax museum. 
However the sign showed that this was Fortin's Fur Salon. Richard was now a furrier world-
wide distinction. 
The next block was one gigantic structure. • From the exterior it appeared to be Grand 
CEntral Station. But upon entering, we find that this is Utopia's Athletic Field, and also the 
home field of the Utopian Olympics, Champion Baseball Club of the world. Today the most im-
portant game of the year is scheduled; Utopian Olympics verses International All-Stars. Head 
Coach of the Olympics if none other than 'Walter Turcotte, our own eager-beaver of the sports 
columns. By the way, the Olympics won 2-1! Furthermore we learn that "Luke" Levesque is the 
Athletic Director of Utopia. He controls every sport event that takes place, here. Surely, he 
is worthy of the position, for he was a good athlete in his heyday at St. Francis. 
As we stroll down the boulevard towards our next destination, I couldn't help noticing 
that every person who passed us had a perfect set of teeth, "hy," I remarked, "these people 
must take great care to perserve their teeth." Casually a pa .ser-by informed me, "It isn't 
difficult to do so when we have an expert dentist like Lionel Bouthot to care for their. and 
give us good advice for their maintenance." 
Next we visit the office of tha locql nm.Tpaper, "The Utopian Times,". There, sealed at 
the desk of the President of the firm, was "Pnil" CLoutier. The experience received in "Ye 
Olde Print Shoppe" at St. Francis, has really been of great help to him. However, instead of 
printing the weekly bulletin "Vigilant", he now supervises a daily circulation of more than two 
hundred thousand copies. Experience always helps ! 
Taking the subway, we set out towards our next rendez-vous. Our exit was in an exquisi-
tely illuminated edifice, highly symbolic of the atmosphere found in a studio building. The 
plaques adorning several of the doors once more announced that a few of my classmates had at-
tained their goal. 
First there is Roland Ouellette's Art Studio. He not only instruct* several students,but 
he himself is also a most renouned artist, capable of painting a worthy portrait of you in one 
sitting. 
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The next studio is one that is usually frequented by the rhythmical popu-
lace who desire to learn the latest dance steps. Yes, it is Clifford Michaud and Roger 
Sirois now maintaining their own dance studio. They always were graceful on the dance 
floor, so I suppose they wished to help others attain the same dis^sition. ^ 
The major industry in Utopia is cotton. The owner of ^ ^ f ' ^ *nd trustvf0rthy 
ron, our own textile enthusiast. His executive staff is a w e l l * * ^ ^ ^
 of tne 
group. Among these executives we see Arma.nd Nicknair. ne is n» r 
plant and is carrying on very well.
 M ..anf,p Hpre ^e discover 
Across from City Park is the City Hall and the mayor- % £ ^ £ - h i ^ p a l a t i a l resi-
Paul Bonenfant, winner in the recent election, no, happily settled in^is P ^ i a l re 
dence. However, a mayor always has a private ^ " ^ V r ^ h l l t ^t'lasThis d.sire for 
find accomplishing just.that task? None other than Ralph Guilbault. At last 
secretarial occupation has been fulfilled. •
 DUbiie library. Seated at the 
Moving into the educational department, we enter the public £ £ a r y ;
 f he 
librarian'? desk is "Vic" Poulin. At last he may read as many books as he wishes 
now has one hundred and fifty thousand ^ " X T z l ^ T o l l o J tnt m a x £ -Sn.(Book) 
have read a good portion of them by now, for he has always lonowe 
a day, keeps the doctor away" ..*«„.,«+ Aftr»r all the peo-
The night life of a city is usually a source of great intere £ * f £ £ a y > o u £ a P of 
Pie must enjoy some sort of social life once in a while. I will surely lino P 
my confreres burnishing just that sort of -tertainment Glancing down the B r o a d ^ y , ^ 
medley of bright lights unfolds before my eyes. Names of all s ° £ 3 . e ™ l e ^ ^
 popular 
are the sigr/of the various night clubs. However one » f t ^ » ^ 2 J s / P«-
than the others. "Club 51". As we approach we discover that Bob rTdr°* £ o w \ i e P 
prietor of this night spot. Furthermore he himself, ^ ^ J ^ ^ ^ ' ^ i J p . r . 
sonally ushers the guests to their respective tables. Courtesy always pay 
cent dividends, doesn't it Bob? However, the feature attraction of Fobs £ £ 5 1 
week is Roland Peloquin's Orchestra. Roland is now the most popular band leader m 
•4. r7.
 Well that just about accounts for all of my classmates. Now, let me 
Rr-r-r-r-i-n-n-g! What? Where am I? Pleasant dreams I 
Gilbert C. Deshaies 
t3{V<=> £fcs<°*^ 
Thirty-three eager freshmen entered St. Francis in September W W , the largest class 
till then. Sixteen of these are left. Eight newcomers have since come to swell 
rank8The first few weeks were boring, lonesome weeks. Most of us stook apart in small 
groups and did not care to get acquainted with the £ £ ^ s£dents.
 n0 ort3> n0 let-
ters.^novris-Vr^^^ 
' T IniUaitrct: ffTe™Seat\*^^ »" 
of the freshman dlass. Long live the King! Bidou has been class janitor ever since. 
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Football season gave the freshmen class a new outlook on school life. Since we were 
all rather small and because the tenth grade didn't have enough members to make up a team 
we had but two challengers, the big juniors and the interclass team. We chose the latter 
group and won all except one game. 
Early in February a terrible snow storm hit Biddeford. Huge snow drifts blocked up 
most of the outlying roads. The Pool Road was so hard hit that the city plows couldn't 
get through. City officials sent here for an emergency shoveling crew. Useless to say 
all capable volunteered. Anything is always better than classes. 
Boarding students like anything that breaks the monotony of school life if the in-
truder is the flu especially if you get a much longer Easter recess from it as we did our 
first year here. 
Amid epidemics, storms, parties, school routine, our freshmen year sped on. Father 
Norman's stern eye kept us within bounds and curiously enough we knew we all wanted to 
return in the Fall. 
SOPHOMORE YEAR 
Entering St. Francis for our second year we were quite surprised to find ourselves de-
finitely at home and so adept at the art of unpacking at settling down to good fun and 
hard work. We found it rather amusing to watch the sky and awkward freshmen. I wonder 
were we so comically clumsy our first days here? 
Once again school life followed the old pattern. Meeting former classmate:., teachers, 
getting down to studies, organizing teams filled In the first weeks. Then came the retreat, 
more meaningful this time. And right after Initiation again. It certainly felt grand to 
sit back and watch ! 
Out on the football field we now matched power and wits with the new fighting freshmen 
group and, of course, we won all the time. Winter and early darkness soon set in. White 
Horse then became the common form of recreation every evening after supper. For variety's 
sake Fr. Norman introduced occasionally a game of Steal the Flag or some other such capti-
vating sport. The school army was still a popular organization. 
The long lazy days of June and the tedious finals climaxed the year. This year again 
Bonenfant, Deshaies and Turcotte took all the class honors and left for home loaded down 
with valuable prizes. 
Our group had survived another "terrible" year at St. Francis. Once again we left 
school quite satisfied with our success due in part, no doubt, to class spirit which kept 
us always united though not always peacefully so. Our class officers served us well and I 
got here their names for perpetual remembrance. 
Freshman year: President Paul Bonenfant Sophomore year: Pres. Roland Ouellette 
V-President Walter Turcotte V-Pres.Albert Boulanger 
Secretary Ralph Guilbault Secretary. Robert Goodrow 
Treasurer Robert Thibeault Treasurer. Roland Peloquin 
JUNIOR YEAR 
We are now beginning a new chapter in life, our Junior year. The enrollment is notice-
ably larger than in previous years with six new members. These worthy additions to the class 
nail from such renowned centers as North Attleboro,,Mass Henry Marcil; Holyoke, Mass.Paul Au-
thier; Upper Frenchville, Maine, Roger Siroia; Biddeford, Maine Lionel Bouthot; Stockholm 
M
*ine, Roland Albert; Manchester, N.H. Robert Clement. 
Before a week had elapsed, class officers were duly elected and sworn into office: Pres-
ident-Lionel Bouthot, Vice President-Paul Authier, Secretary-Paul Bonenfant, Treasurer-Bert-
rand Vallee. 
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After Mid-Year Recess, Marcel Berube, the lucky charm of the class was unable to return 
due to shortage of help on his father's farm. _.,„„
 nr th* Mardi- Gras 
Our most successful social enterprise of the year was our sponsoring of the Mardi iras 
Party. The elaborate preparations by our Master of Ceremonies. A 1 0 6 ^ 6 ^ 8 " ^ ^ 0 0 ^ , . 
nated efforts of all clasVwere the cause of our memorable success At the end of the year 
we organized another festival in honor of the departing Seniors. This " ^ ^ ' J ^ " " ^ 1 ^ ' 
- Life at St. Francis this year wasn't all parties For many ^ p l 3 3 5 . 3 6 ^ ^ ^ ! " 
the form of an excruciating duel. A continual duel with never V 8 : 8 ^ ^ 6 / ^ ? ^ ^ 
ways mors friendly and more healthy in mind for it. And still as ^ months U v %£££?* 
but wonder if several of us will ever stop thinking that of all the dull sheets £ % £ * 
was certainly tops. We survived, however, and the summer holidays were welcomed joyfully by 
25 juniors who knew that they would gladly return in the fall. 
SENIOR YEAR 
Along came John Snow, RAlph Comtois, Lawrence Durant, Raymond Jolin, and CIifford Ki-
chaud to replace our memorable classmates of the Junior year "ho did ™ * " t u r g o r ° r R o l a n d 
stage here at St. Francis. They are, Paul Authier, Roland Albert and odmund Maiore. 
Ouellette returned after a half year's leave of absence to rebuild his h-ealth.
 i U o n 
Being the privileged seniors we were on the alert for any f* v°" o r ; e ^ 3 °h 0™£ st to 
due us. consequently as soon as the now famous October fire brok, u e ™ ^ ^ „ ™ 
drop books, classes and'routine and make for the ^ > • ^ ^ * M t * £ ™ l l * ° l r i ™ shi-
ter-pumps. It -was fun to go without tegular meals, a comfortable night'» 8 £ £ f ™ h * J ^ l 
ver in the chilly, dam,, nights. So true it is that at our age anything is better 
life, for a time at least. , .. ~,*niors found 
"Tis an ill wind that profits nobody". So it is that on cl*ss ^ ^ £?lto '
 o f 
themselves well heeled with the money received for fire-fighting. Portland was the city 
attraction for this particular event. literary field the 
This senior year is indeed an eventful one m every field. In ^ 8 Aiterarj i 
outstanding achievement in undoubtedly Peter Barry's "Vigilant" our school "• 8\£;* 1 ,h£ a J£ w 
dy to cooperate the Seniors gave Peter and Charlie Keener, valuable ^PPort. £ b e r * * J £ 
contributed the Senior Colamn. Ralph Guilbault was generally on hand tocut the stencil 
Philip Cloutier welcomed the organization to his print shop and Roland sue li et £ °£S m 
the weekly cartoons. We're not forgetting that some anonym-us Junior used tne , 
Vigilant one memorable time to tell us a few things. We didn't like it. t taugnc 
least one thing. Freedom of the Press can't be to the pleasure of both sides. 
With the first warm days of spring our most recent acquisition * * * * * £ « £ ,or,„ w a 3 
ther climes. Fate, however, was kind to us and John's place at the studya™^1" jersey. 
soon well taken up by our new classmate Harold Grigg, who hails fro*j*l£«°*utTv. c U " . 
And here ends the history of a large, ^ operative-enterprising and appreciative c 
The weeks immediately ahead of us will undoubtedly "make history" for us But these 
can't be jotted down here because this article is now -due at ^ ' / " " ^ ^ n , ^
 d a v s at St. 
And graduation is still two months away. Kay-God grant that thMe ™ ^ n l n g J 
Francis be happy and fruitfull as have been the .four years now too soon passed. 
Robert Clement 
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CL4SS GEOGRAPHY 
If anyone is anticipating a trip through New England and is at a loss to find conge-
nial companions, I would like to introduce him to the finest group of high school seniors 
I know. 
Lets take for starting point our own Biddeford and 3aco, the textile cities of 
Southern Maine. Your hosts here will be three handsome young men; tall dark and athletic 
Doc Bcurassa and Lionel Pcuthot, short and fast and light, Ralph Guilbault. These young 
men will find you a charming companion and espeed you off to nearby Old Orchard for a 
pleasant day at the beach. 
The Pine tree State is also, the Northerners insist, the Potato State. Why not set 
out on the four hundred mile trek to Aroostook County, the Potato Kingdom of America? This 
long journey will be well' worth your while. You may easily enliven this long trip by 
stoppin? off en route at Auburn. If it's a good day you'll find Bertrand Vallee well sur-
rounded" with admiring fans doing works on the mound for his home town ball team. Just a 
Sew miles out of Lewiston, in Erunswick, Richari Fortin will guide you to the old Universi-
ty Church on the Bowdoin Campus where Harriet Beecher Stowe was inspired to write " Uncle 
Tom's Cabin".
 m . 
What is a vacation without a bit of theatre. The Lakewood Playhouse at okowhegan 
look on national importance last summer when the world premiere of "Life with Father" was 
given there. You'll undoubtedly enjoy stopping off there at Skowhegan. Benedict Arnold 
did. Victor Poulin and Walter Turcotte will be there to greet you and introduce you LO 
the stars. 
A solid day's drive will now get you to the potato country. Your hosts here you 11 
enjoy meeting. Lovable fellows all of them but unfortunately all actively employed in 
the potato fields. You'll find Clifford Michaud at St. Agatha, Lucien Levesoue at Quim-
by, Armand Nicknair at Eagle Lake and myself at Frenchville. 
You would like to stay on and on enjoying the lakes and rivers of the ot. John Val-
ley but the summer is short and from Aroostook's huge airport at Limestone you fly south 
to Biddeford. . , 
New Hampshire is next on your schedule. From Biddeford you travel west to Maine s 
largest town, Sanford. Lawrence Durant will be on hand to show you around in his own 
quiet way and see you off to New Market, N.H. Gilbert Deshaies a real proud home town 
boy will have a pleasant day planned for you. You'll enjoy visiting the University of 
New Hampshire at Durham. 
The Queen City of New England is now your host. Robert Clement will sell you Man-
chester in a jiffy. If you are very persistent you may get away long enough to say hel-
lo to two fine fellows at nearby Suncook. A real picture-book New England town.Paul Bo-
nenfant you'll certainly find at home, but, Normand Baron might be off to the races or in 
Nashua. 
Once again you are off for a long ride. This time trail's end in Berlin. This is 
a busy city. If Ralph Comtois and Raymond Jolin aren't away cutting pulp wood, you 11 
find them profitably employed at the Brown Mills, perhaps the largest paper mill in Ame-
rica. 
Textile cities, potato land, lumber country are all interesting but why not look for 
something more glittering, more restfull, 
(Continued on third page of athletics) 
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"AN IDEAL SENIOR" 
The studiousness of Paul Bonenfant. 
The politeness of Robert Goodrow. 
The intelligence of Gilbert Deshaies. 
The athletic ability of Bertrand Vallee. 
The physical omnipotence of Ralph Comtois. 
The curly hair of Roland Peloquin. 
The reading ability of Victor Poulin. 
The argumentative mind of Lionel Bouohot. 
The personality of Robert Clement. 
The friendliness of Raymond Jolin. 
The patience of Norman Baron. 
The propriety of Lawrence Durant. 
The coyness of Richard Fortin. 
The vivaciousness of Henry Marcil. 
The tranquillity of Armand Nicknair. 
The artistic temperament of Roland Ouellette. 
The dimples of Walter Turcotte. 
The serene countenance of Norman Bourassa. 
The historic talent of Richard Desrosiers. 
The melodious voice of Clifford Michaud. 
The jovial face of Roger Sirois. 
The typewriting ability of Ralph Guilbault. 
The obedience of Philip Cloutier. 
The humility of Lucien Levesque. (Anon.) 
Add these and they amount to an ideal Senior I 
Lucien Levesque 
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Nous sorrunes a r r i v e s a l ' h e u r e du de -
p a r t apres quoi l f a t t a c h e a not re Alma Ha-
t e r ne sera p lus que c e l l e de l ' a m i t i e e t 
du souvenir , inais c e r t e s l e l i e n r e s t e r a 
4 
toujours constant et lntune. Nous cnerir >ns 
le souvenir de notre bon et devcue Here 
Gruillaume qui fut si longtemps pour nous un 
guide en tant que recteur. Notre avenir se 
basera sur les efforts inouis de nos pro-
fesseurs. Le chers frer.es convers qui ont 
coopere' si vaillament avec nos educateurs 
ne seront pas oublies. 
Avant de nous lancer sur la raer ora-
geuse de ce monde, a tous ceiu qui nous ont 
guide jusqu'ici, nous voulons aire merci et 
au revoir. 
Les Rhetoricians 
Nous sommes fiers dfinclure cette page dans notre annuaire, 
Voire souvenir, collegiens, demeurera avec nous d'une facon plus 
sensible, lorsque notre oeil reveur s'arretera sur ces photogra-
phies nous revivrons avec vous I'heureux sejour que nous avons par-
tage au College Saint-Francois. Nous vous souhaitons bon succes. 
Les Seniors. 

CLEMENS 
POE 
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There's no doubt about it, the Juniors of '48 made themselves known from the very be-
ginning. Upon their arrival in their Freshman year, they formed a good attack in all 
sports and although their record wasn't too good, they were always good competition for any 
class. 
- In their second year of interclass competition they really shown. In the Fall they 
were the champions in baseball. In football they were always equal to their upper classmen. 
By a strange coincidence they tied the Juniors of '47 four times. They took the spotlight 
again in hockey but because of a streak of bad luck they lost first place in baseball. In 
all sports this class made valuable contributions to the school teams. 
Because they lost two of their best athletes, they didn't make out too well in inter-
class games this year, but they still contributed to the varsity team. Rudolph Pelletier 
played fullback. Robert Parenteau was right halfback and Philip Nadeau was left end. The 
three starred in all games. On the ice "Bob"and "Phil" still helped their Alma Mater to 
success. The trio will return to shine again on the baseball diamond. 
Intellectually the Juniors have many good students. Among these Peter Barry is out-
standing. He won first prize in the speaking contest la3t year. This year he founded the 
"Vigilant", our weekly newsheet, with the help of Charles Keenan, a Sophomore, and since its 
foundation he has been its editor. Herve Poissant, Robert Parenteau, Clement Auger are 
others of whom the class is prmd. 
In an att'Hnpt to become a social success the Juniors sponsored the Mardi Gras party, 
the biggest social event of the year. The initiative and cooperation of the whole class 
made an outstanding success. 
Our school is very proud of this class. Koreso, the seniors who are leaving this year 
are certainly happy to know that an all around Junior class will step up and take over. 
Presenting the Juniors: Class President Peter Barry, Vice President Robert Parenteau, 
Secretary Raymond Lagace, Treasurer Rene Goulet: 
Arthur AMstiss Yvon Levesque 
Clement Auger Philip Nadeau 
Lucien Baron Louis Pelletier 
Joel Rouchard Rudolph Pelletier 
Arthur Boucher Herve Poissant 
Jean Louis Boerret Paul Randall 
Valmont Gilbert Richard Renaud 
Henry Marcil 

PASTEUR 
EDISON 
SOPHO 
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The present sophomore class entered in September 1946. At that time it minhered thir-
ty six members. When school opened in September '47, there was a decided reduction in the 
size of the class,. The present sophomore class boasts 20 members. A lapse of one year 
struggle in scholastic pursuits plus divers other causes are bound to produce noticeable 
changes. 
In Charles Keehan the class has a dynamic leader who assisted by Oerard Bonenfant as 
Vice-President, Henry Maurais as Treasurer and Norman Theriault as secretary shapes the po-
licies and provides inspiration and guidance for the entire class. 
This segment of the student body contributes an enviable measure of scholastic success 
of St. Francis. Raymond Simoneau ranks as the outstanding scholar of his class. Raymond is 
a member of the choir and possesses great ability as a pianist. The Bonenfant cousins lend 
their musical talent to the school musical organizations. 
This class as a whole has the greatest number of good looking fellows among them for in-
stance are: Ceorge DesRoberts, Norman Theriault and many others, who as handsome students 
would compete favorably on any campus. 
The sophomore class is active in sports. Last Fall, they played inter class football 
with the Freshman and practically murdered them. This winter they tried their skill at Hoc-
key. The results were .magnificent and most surprising to us. They played several games with 
the Juniors which they lost, but did the Juniors work hard for their scores! Raymond Simo-
neau their Captain played left wing, while Charles Keenan, their co-captain, with his swift-
ness fulfilled his part well as right wing. They both gave strong competition to their ad-
versaries. They were assisted by Vincent Audibert, Center, Maurice Roux, left guard, Leo Bo-
nenfant right guard and that energetic,-husky young fellow Willard Michaud dynamic goaler 
known as "Curly". He was also goaler for the College class and the varsity. A fine group 
these Sophomores. We wish them continued progress. 
Clifford Kichaud 

LONGFELLOW 
HAWTHORNE 
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On returning here last September we found that the school had inherited, from all 6-
ver New England, a fine group of Freshman. At first, they were rather shy. In a very 
short time they too had learned all the tricks and became friendly with the older boys. 
The initiation ceremonies, which the upper classmen always enjoy unreservedly, undoubt-
edly helped to weld the whole student body into one large family. 
Immediately after the retreat, the class settled down to serious work and organized 
for the year. The first step was the election of officers. The results were soon made 
public and generally applauded: Arthur Barry, President; Robert G-elinas,Vice-President; 
Fernand Lavallee. Secretary; Philip Pelletier, Treasurer. These leaders proved them-
selves capable and soon had their class well represented in all the school activities. 
Everyday they had two football squads practicing on the field. iLvery Saturday, they 
were out there battling the Sophmore Eleven. They didn't win many matches but they did 
prove themselves remarkably good sports'. 
They carried this good sportsmanship right on into the hockey season. This sport was 
something entirely new for many of the Freshman Glass. Some of they had never owned a 
pair of skates or even seen a hockey stick. Once again they took to this sport se-
riously and accepted the cnallenge of any school team. Victories were few and far a-
part. Still the good work carried on during the Fall and Winter was not lost. I bet 
these Freshmen will do marvels in sports next year. 
The initiative and seriousness manifested in sports the Freshmen carried right on in-
to their study hall and class rooms. If a teacher is a little tardy in coming to class 
Arthur Barry carries on. At the monthly reading of marks the whole school always lis-
tens attentively to the Freshmen marks. There is a real contest on for first place in 
between Arthur and Paul rroulx. We've a fine group of Freshman indeed. 
Richard Fortin 
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Tne year 1947 brought about many changes in the sport curriculum at St. Francis. It was 
the first year that St. Francis has been equipped and engaged a coach for its football squad. 
Our coach was Roland "Joe" Cartier from Biddeford, a navy veteran and twice an "All State Cen-
ter" . 
The St. Francis squad was undauntedly prepared for their first clash against the Albert 
Yanks. Unfortunately the Albert Yanks proved to be the better of the two by defeating us 12 
to 6. 
After another week of hard practice, the squad again tried to register a victory by ex-
cepting the great St. Louis boys from Biddeford as their opponent. It was a hard fought game, 
but again our team lost 13 to 6. For the Red and Gold, Bouthot, Parenteau, Pelletier and Des-
haies shone offensively, while on defense, Bourassa, Levesque and Cloutier were tops. 
After two scrimmages against the mighty squad of Biddeford High School, which were very 
good considering our liraitted experience in that phase of football, gave us some mighty bad de 
feats. But we took those defeats as good practices to give our next opponents better fights. 
Our next game were the Maroon and Gold of Thornton Academy from Saco. This time we were 
again defeated by the disheartening score of 21 to 0. 
Still in the mind of the coach and all the players, a game was to be won, and we didn't 
loose our courage. The squad practiced hard, and scrimmaged B.H.S. once again to gain speed 
and the technique of the game. After two weeks of hard practice, St. Francis was to meet Al-
bert's Yanks for a return game on Thanksgiving day. 
St. Francis although the underdog, displayed a fine example of courage to 1000 excited 
fans. The sensational 50 second march of Coach Cartier's boys from their own 23 to the Yanks' 
goal line climaxed, what many consider, the most thrilling finish witnessed in Biddeford last 
Fall. 

-Bertrand Vallee 
Essef 
We wish that the players of next year, better luck and hope they keep the courage and 
fighting spirit of this year's squad: 
L.E. P.Nadeau Q.B. L.Bouthot 
L.T. L.Levesque R.H.B. R.Parenteau 
L.G. P.Cloutier L.H.B. G.Deshaies 
C. R.Desrosiers F.B. R.Pelletier 
R.G. H.Marcil R.E. B.Vallee 
R.T. R.Goodrow 
SUBS 
N.Bourassa C.Auger J.Bouchard 
R.Ouellette R.Fortin P.E.Dionne 
N.Baron P.Morrisette J .Gelinas 
V.Poulin N.Therriault R.Sirois 
Y.Levesque 
*** *HOCK 3T**## 
Games 3.F. Opponents 
Jan. 17-Auburn 1 2 
Jan. 24-St. Andre's J.V.s 1 2 
Feb. 1. -St. Andre's J.V.s 2 3 
Feb. 15-St. Andre's J.V.s 5 1 
This year, minus the services of many of the hockey luminaries wno formed the nucleus of 
our '47 hockey team, the Rev. Fr. William Lavallee, our coach was forced to rebuild the team 
from the talent to be found here on the campus. The only letterrnen remaining on this year's 
squad were B .Vallee, R.Fortin, N.Bourassa, R.Parenteau and P.Nadeau. This year's team com-
posed mostly of inexperienced players although they won only one game of the four played de-
monstrated much fight and spirit. The bulk of this year's team was composed cf seniors who 
are: Vallee, Fortin, Deshaies, Bourassa, Ouellette, Levesque all forwarus; Poulin and Clement, 
guards and Jolin sub-goaler. The Juniors had Parenteau, Bouchard, and Poissant as forwards, 
and Nadeau and Anstiss as guards. The Sophomores contributed Audibert and Simoneau to the 
forward wall and Kichaud, the "Curly" goaler of the first team. Special praise should be gi-
ven to Capt. Bert Vallee who accounted for two-thirds of our scores with six goals scored on 
his powerful shots. We had a very strong defense protecting our goaler."Kitch", who is also 
worthy of praise for making so many great saves every game and for allowing only an average of 
two goals per game. 
Walter Turcotte 

Essef 
BASEBALL AT ST. FRANCIS 
Sports at Saint Francis are played very enthusiastically. None is more popular than 
baseball. 
The C.S.F. team has no regular schedule with outside groups. We do, however, play 
games with outside teams quite frequently. Saint Francis has had several noteworthy teams 
in the past. 
The interclass leagues have always been successful. Most all of the boys partake in 
these games; This year we have two leagues. The A league is composed of the best play-
ers in each class. The B league is recruited from the best players that remain,. The two 
leagues play among themselves, up till the last day of the season. Then, the winner of 
each league play each other for the school championship. 
Our baseball diamond is not of the best but it is sufficiently well built for our 
games. 
Already plans have been drawn up for extensive improvements on the campus this sum-
mer. The boys returning in the fall will be privileged to find two new baseball diamonds. 
This ought to give a new impetus to this real American sport. 
Victor Poulin 
CLASS GFAXtftAPHY {CON'T) 
You will find this in the well known jewelry town of North Attleboro. I know, I've heard 
all about it a million times. Roland Ouellette, a native, and Henry Marcil, imported 
from nearly Woonsocket will be watching for you. They are just dying to tell someone what 
a wonderful town their's is. After a few hours you'll be happy to get away to Woonsocket 
R.I. It's just about 8 miles away and Roland Peloquin will be delighted to have you. His 
is an important textile center that you'll enjoy visiting. 
Y ou must be exhausted from all this travelling and I'm sure you are already hoping 
for the day when you can go out and bury yourself in the woods for a few weeks and roam a-
round peacefully, quietly for a bit of hunting. I think I can help you. 
From Woonsocket then, we arrange for a quick trip to New Britain Connecticut, the 
city of many industries. Adopted to\m of Philip Cloutier. You'll find him done up in 
his Sunday's best, tinkering on a printing press in somebody's cellar. 
And now your trip is practually over. Your final stop is Springfield Mass. the gun 
city. Bob Goodrow and Richard Desrosiers will equip you with the best hunting available 
and see you off for a real rest in the lovely mountains of Western Massachusetts. 
Roger 5iroi8 
^HBBHRHHBHHBH^BBBBBBBBMBBBBBBBMBBBBBBB^BHHHBBH^ 
The Lord gave us two ends to use, 
One to think with, one to sit with. 
Success depends on which we choose, 
Thus, heads we win and tails we lose. 
BBBBMBMBHHBHHHHHBHHHHHHtBBBMMBBBBBMMBBM-BBBBBBB 
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Compliments of Compliments of 
©In? lEHt* Shinto 
P A U L A. A L L A R D PROP. 
138 MAIN S T R E E T 
BlDDEFORD. MAINE. 
T E L E P H O N E -1279 
Compliments of 
Mc Kenney 
and 
Heard Co. 
HARDWARE 
BlDDEFORD, MAINE. 
Arthur's 
Shoe Store 
FITS - FUSSY FEET 
BACON STREET 
B1DDEFCRD, MAINE. 
Compliments of 
R. B. Fortin 
FURS 
LADIES APPAREL 
101 - 103 MAINE ST. 
BRUNSWICK, MAINE. 



